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2primes denote a derivative with respect to ; "
abc
is the structure constant of the SU(2) gauge group. The asymptotic









































where x = =
0
is a dimensionless radius, and 
0
;  are constants. A numerical investigation of Eqs. (4-5) had been
carried out in Ref. [6]. This inquiry showed that A
1
t
= f() was a conning potential while A
2
z
= v() was a strongly
oscillating potential .
III. QUANTIZATION
A. Heisenberg Quantization of Strongly Interacting Fields
Heisenberg's idea of the quantization of strongly interacting elds has its origin in the fact that the n-point Green's
functions can be found from some innite set of dierential equations derived from the eld equations for the eld
operators. As an example we present Heisenberg's method of quantization for a nonlinear spinor eld [7] [8].











































































is some constant. Heisenberg emphasized






), in this theory diers strongly from the propagator in a linear theory.






) oscillates strongly on the





























where T is the time ordering operator; ji is a state for the system described by Eq. (9). Applying Heisenberg's











































































) + ::: (11)
Eq. (11) represents one of an innite set of coupled equations which relate various order of the  functions to one
another. In fact Heisenberg showed that dierential equations for the eld operators are equivalent to some innite
set of dierential equations for Green functions (for a small coupling constant this is the Dyson-Schwinger system of
equations).
We know that the standard Feynman diagram technique for dealing with eld theories via an expansion in terms
of a small parameter does not work for strongly coupled, nonlinear elds. Heisenberg used the above procedure to
study the nonlinear Dirac equation. Our basic goal in this paper is to apply the Heisenberg method to a ux tube-like
solution of classical SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. Under certain assumptions about this quantization method we will nd
that the singular, asymptotic behaviour of the classical Yang-Mills gauge eld is \smoothed" out when the Heisenberg
quantization technique is applied.
B. Quantization of the strongly oscillating classical solutions
In order to simplify Heisenberg's quantization method to the present nonlinear equations we make the following
assumptions [9]:
31. The physical degrees of freedom relevant for studying the above-mentioned classical solution are given entirely
by the two ansatz functions f; v appearing in Eqs. (4), (5). No other degrees of freedom will arise through the
quantization process.
2. From Eqs. (6), (7) we see that one function f(r) is a smoothly varying function for large x, while another
function, v(r), is strongly oscillating. Thus we take f(r) to be almost a classical degree of freedom while v(r) is
treated as a fully quantum mechanical degree of freedom. Naively one might expect that only the behaviour of
second function would change while rst function stayed the same. However since both functions are interrelated
due to the nonlinear nature of the equations of motion we nd that both functions are modied.
To begin applying Heisenberg's quantization scheme to this Yang-Mills system we replace the ansatz functions by
operators
^

























Taking into account assumption (2) we let
^
f ! f become just a classical function again, and replace hvi = hjv^ji,
hv
2



















In Ref.[9] a new equation for hv
2






i etc. Here we shall proceed dierently.
IV. AVERAGING OVER ALL CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS





































































is the classical (possibly singular) solution of the Yang - Mills equations numbered
by a parameter , p






















It is natural to assume that in our case the classical solutions with asymptotic behaviour (6-7) have (in the rst



























































FIG. 1: Cross section of the cylindrically symmetric tube. The eld in the classical region is described by the classical Yang -
Mills equations (4)-(5). The eld in the quantum region is described by the quantum Yang - Mills equations (14)-(15).
here v
cl
is the function from the Eq.(7). It is necessary to note that in this quantization model the quantity 
0
remains
classical. Now we can substitute Eqs. (19), (20) into Eqs. (14-15). After this Eq.(14) is satised identically and




















is some constant. We should note that there is another solution f = K but this solution is not interesting
for us. The expression (19), (20) and (22) gives us the following important result: the quantum uctuations of
the strongly oscillating eld leads to the improvement of the bad asymptotic behaviour of these elds.
This means that after quantization the linearly growing and strongly oscillating components of the gauge potential
become functions with good asymptotic behaviour. The cross section of this cylindrically symmetric tube can be





















i  0 (25)
This means that we have a ux tube concentrated in the classical region.
V. ENERGY DENSITY


















































i   ? (28)


















































One can see immediately that this result is incorrect. This probably is connected with the rough approximation of
Eqs. (19, 20 and 22) for f , hvi and hv
2
i. One possible remedy would be to try a more realistic approximation, in
which 
0
is also a quantized quantity.
VI. DEFINING THE RADIUS OF THE QUANTUM REGION
To dene a radius, 
q
, below which one must begin using a quantum description of the gauge eld we will compare













If these values are of the same order this means that the uctuations of the quantum gauge eld are so large
that they \smooth" the strong oscillations of the classical gauge eld .



























is the radius of the quantum region (see Fig.1) and the index (q) indicates that this is the beginning of the quantum
region. For the classical eld, E
2
z






































The chief point in this paper is that a quantum eld theory with a strong coupling constant can have nonlocal
objects (e.g. ux tube solutions). This allows us to conclude that not every quantum object can be simply
described as a cloud of quanta.
Another consequence is that the ux tube can have a complicated structure: near the tube axis the SU(2) gauge
eld behave classically, but at innity their behaviour is modied by quantum mechanics. The physical reason for
this is that quantum uctuations smooth the strongly oscillating elds in such a manner that at innity the bad long
distance behaviour is improved.
We note that these results can be easily veried by numerical simulations on the lattice as the elds f and v are
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